Isokinetic Peak Torque Rotations in Dominant Arms Between Powerlifters and Healthy Controls.


Abstract
Powerlifting is a sport based in maximal strength in three exercises: i) squat, ii) bench press and iii) deadlift. Specifically, on squat and the bench press, the shoulder joint stay at some positions and ranges of motion with overload. The aim of this study was to compare peak torque (PT; Nm) in dominant arms (D) between powerlifters and physical active people for shoulder external (ER) and internal rotation (IR). The participants were male, two groups, 14 recreationally powerlifters (PL) and 14 recreationally physically active people (AP). The PT for ER and IR of shoulder joint were assessed by Biodex isokinetic dynamometer, 60°/s and 180°/s concentric mode was adopted for velocity degree. The D shoulder ER and IR between PL and AP were compared with unpaired student's t-test. There was no significant difference between PL and AP at 60°/s for ER (p=0.09) and IR (p=0.05); and 180°/s for ER (p=0.12) and IR (p=0.09). Despite Powerlifting being a strength sport modality, there are not significant differences between the peak torque in recreationally powerlifters and physical active people in ER and IR in two different velocities.
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Introduction
Powerlifting is a sport based in maximal strength in three exercises: i) squat, ii) bench press and iii) deadlift. Specifically, on squat and the bench press, the shoulder joint stay at some positions and ranges of motion with overload, which may result in specific adaptations, powerlifters probably have more strength than active people. The isokinetic dynamometer allows quantify the muscle performance (i.e. work; peak torque) in some velocity degrees. The aim of this study was to compare peak torque (PT; Nm) in dominant arms (D) between powerlifters and physical active people for shoulder external (ER) and internal rotation (IR).

Results and Discussion
The participants were 14 PL (age: 28.9±7.2yrs; height: 175.1±6.7cm; weight: 83.9±13.8 kg) and 14 AP (age: 26.6±6.8yrs; height: 178.2±5.2cm; weight: 81.5±13.0kg). The tests were conducted on D upper limb, for shoulder ER and shoulder IR by Biodex isokinetic dynamometer. The participants were in a seated position, 45° shoulder abduction. PT were registered at 60°/s and 180°/s concentric mode, with 5 repetitions at each velocity degree, 1-min was adopted for rest interval between each series/velocity. The D shoulder ER and IR between PL and AP were compared with unpaired student's t-test, the level of significance was p<0.05. There was no significant difference between PL and AP at 60°/s for ER (a. p=0.09; PL=38.9±10.1N m, AP=33.1±7.7Nm) and IR (b. p=0.05; PL=60.6±16.6Nm, AP=49.1±13.1Nm), at 180°/s for ER (c. p=0.12; PL=39.5±9.8Nm, AP=34.4±6.9Nm) and IR (d. p=0.09; PL=59.7±17 Nm, AP=50.1±11.9Nm. See Figure 1). No significant differences between groups could be explained by specific movements demands of shoulder joint in Powerlifting. Shoulder rotations movements are not common on Powerlifting exercises. Meanwhile, exercises for shoulder rotators muscles must be included on training plan for strengthening.

Figure 1. Dominant shoulder joint Peak Torque (Nm) of Powerlifters (PL) and Active People (AP). CON 60°=concentric mode at 60°/s. CON 180°=concentric mode at 180°/s.

Conclusions
Despite Powerlifting being a strength sport modality, there are not significant differences between the peak torque in recreationally powerlifters and physical active people in ER and IR for two different velocities.
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